Does your cloud have a silver lining?

We understand what it takes to get
the most out of your IT system, which is
why we have integrated our managed
and hosting service solutions to create
Silver Lining. Silver Lining is a flexible
cloud-based hosting service that lets
you pick and choose the elements
that you need to make your IT
work for you.

We know that a smooth
running business is imperative,
so we have created five
services to help. If you need
something else, get in touch
and we can create a service
that meets your needs.

Keeping up with storage, licensing and
security requirements is a complicated
and time-consuming process for any IT
department. That's why our consultants
and engineers can work in partnership
with your team to build a service that
does as much or as little of this
stuff as you want.
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If you need to expand
your environment
but aren’t sure of your
requirements yet,
then shared cloud
could be for you.This
intelligent shared
environment can be
integrated with your
current network or
stand outside, and if
you find out you
need more space, our
scalable virtual
servers can easily
expand to meet your
new requirements.

In a world where 2.5
quintillion bytes of
data are created every
day making sure your
infrastructure is ready
is key to your
businesses ongoing
success. Our service,
Private Cloud gives
you the dedicated
space you need to
grow your
environment, while
not compromising on
control. All this within
a UK data centre that
is built to Tier III
standards.

We understand how
losing valuable data
feels, which is why
we offer a Cloudbased Backup and
Recovery service.
With our cloud-based
backup and recovery
your data is
accessible when and
where you want it, so
you never have to
worry about losing
important files again.
And should the worst
happen, our
engineers are here to
get you back to
normal with
minimum downtime.

Email has become a
heavily utilised tool in
business, in fact, it is
estimated that 205
billion emails are sent
per day worldwide.
These facts alone make
it understandable why
IT teams spend so
much time and money
making email
infrastructure highly
reliable and accessible.
But what if you could
have all this without the
upfront cost and
ongoing management?
Our Cloud Email service
is the answer, it is
powered by Office 365
and provides you with a
secure, scalable solution
that reduces TCO per
user and is flexible
enough to grow with
your business.

Making sure your
employees do not
stumble across
inappropriate content
when searching the
web can be easily
managed through our
web filtering service.
Our anywhere,
anytime filter works
across WiFi and
cellular networks
making iU easier to
ensure no-one
accidentally poses a
security threat to
the business.

What Are The Benefits Of Silver Lining?
99.9% availability

Streamline business processes

Data stays within EEA borders, offering you
guaranteed data sovereignty

*ncrease capacity while reducing costs
Free up the IT teams time

Scalable solution to suit your budget and needs
Data is housed in an ISO-Accredited ultra-secure UK
data centre
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Get in touch today to see where
Silver Lining could give you
back some time.

